Greek Council Minutes
September 15, 2011
Meeting opened at 7:01
F11-003

Attendance: all here
Minutes passed SOE BKX

Alternate Senator
Office hours Friday 12-1
No report

Senator:
Office Hours Monday 11-12
Announcements to Student Senate MM23 or SB12 must be emailed before the meeting
Family Day 9/24
David Vasquez looking for more CRC of Senate email at DV2 if interested (Constitutional
Review committee)

CS Coordinator:
Office hours Tuesday 1230-130
October 1st is Community Service Day sign up at the OCCE
Free shirt if your one of the first 250 people to sign up at the OCCE

Sofa:
Office Hours Thursday 1-2
MIU BDE fined $15 missing Constitution deadline
Send it to the right people please ZDT, SOE, KSE, Tri-at, and LAU
Please remember to take down your rush flyers with dates 24hrs after the last date! Or you’re
getting fined!
Banners up next Sunday at BBQ don’t hang in the agora and down on September 23rd
Last week’s fines were paid
Fill out your stuff right!

Treasurer:
Office Hours Thursday 2-3
Deadline for purchase orders 12pm Tuesday
Don’t text before noon except Tuesday’s
Friday 9/23 at noon Treasurer’s meeting

Secretary:
Office Hours Wednesday 10-11

Vice President:
Office Hour Monday 12-1
President:
Office Hours Wednesday 4-6
Holding a President meeting Wednesday the 21st at 6pm if can’t make it please email at JH8

Advisor:
Add Twitter to your life for SUNY Delhi Greek life Text Follow @sunydelhigcinfo to 40404
Semester review forms were due today who ever didn’t have it in are getting fined they are on the resource sheet on the website
Disappointed with the amount participated in the activity fair BKX TG ZDT ZPO KOI LIU MIU SOE UDE TDX flyers turned in hoping for more flyers hung up
Printing issues please let John know ASAP
BKX 1pm on Sunday helping out give snacks to the kids before the show
Really don’t need help at family day this year might need help closer to the event
Greeks of the week: people who helped load in and out Recycled Percussion

Committees Reports:

Community Service:
Sent out the emails to who is in the committee ZPO Ashley, TKE Ed, ZDT Sarah, and UDE Maureen

Events:
ZPO Sally, BKX Chrissie, LAU OJ, and UDE Chloe
Meeting Thursday 12:30 Alumni Lounge

Finance:
UDE George, DOE K2, MIU Andréa, and SOE Tiffany

Standards & Tradition:
Cm4 email her your availability
ZPO Joe, BKX Vince, DOE E, TKE Phil

Recognition and Retention:
ZPO Kenny, TKE Derek, DOE Antoine, SOE Marisol

Old Business:
None

New Business:
None

Open Discussion:
Activity Fair how did u feel
LAU this year wasn’t as Greek like as it was before and we couldn’t really express ourselves as our own organizations maybe Meet the Greeks fair
BKX Greeks were hidden in the office not out there not known
Corey- Welcome to new Farrell and spread out outside if we have nice weather
Best was when we had it all out and was all up in people’s faces and went to many tables
Jordan- Common hour is too much going on and not everyone has off night time one was better
turn out. Speed Rush?
The tables were spread out
BBQ bring it all out paddles, banners, and whatever else
ZDT overwhelming and too much and didn’t know what was going on
KOI we need to advertise more freshmen ripping down posters and writing over them we need to
have a better presence
ZPO had their rock taken and then return
Cailyn- we need to stick up for each other as Greeks
John- it is your responsibility to have had representatives there and you didn’t have people
heading people to the room or making it more likely. We are a large presence on campus we
should be able to do it ourselves.
BBQ we have food for 400 people so get some prospects there
Talk to Corey if you want to do a speed rush to find a room and the get people there
GUN is hopefully this semester maybe in 2 weeks Recognition and Retentions committee

Announcements:
DOE- Community Service day is October 1st on campus; they will be painting pumpkins with the
kids. Whoever wants to help please contact K2 at KW7 for big buddy information?
ZPO- Fall Fest mergers maybe? Also included in are TDX, BDE, and ZDT
October 1st is also Paintballing from 11-5pm
Movie is Hangover 2
Sunday Tony Woods Comedy at 8pm in the Okun Theater
MIU Watermelon bust 12-3

* Meeting Closed at 7:45 SOE, 2nd MIU